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THE MAKING OF OPPRESSORFACE

1. How do I regard the pain of others?
2. How do I regard my own?
3. Whose victories do I celebrate? Whose
4. losses do I mourn? My own?
5. And those of others? Which others?
6. Anyone’s? My friends’? My food’s?
7. I feel that I must ask, past
8. time that I began to ask, for the sake of
9. Palestine, or porn, does anything live in this world
10. besides me, my self-besotted substance,
11. my successors? Above the solipsistic din
12. of this durable enunciation who
13. can be heard? What price do others pay so I can tuck
14. my humanity away, belching onto a bloody toothpick?
15. I wish that I could turn away,
16.
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a baggie of raw almonds still in their shells plus two
pomegranates sit on my desk would gladly share them with
you but I carry panic around like an itch indolence like a coat
of sunscreen on legs and back should prepare for tomorrow
but I waste my time licking fate’s illustrious lollipop like a
fashionista been meaning for months to put this crap into a
poem lie after lie till the truth comes out into the open for a
snack at which point someone always tries to eat it at least I
signed up for this she said implication being that I did not
sign up which isn’t true backflips and cannonballs and aerial
bombardments one day last week I slipped and cracked my
head open fucking hell, day after that my mind was going
several billion miles an hour then yesterday I finally stopped
second-guessing my naked worth stopped listing myself quite
so affordably and then DC Comics basing their pornographic
novel on the gospel of Matthew if only I were “poor in spirit”

WHAT HAVE I DONE
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I wished for more advice to be summarized, and with as little
context as possible, I wanted you to know that I’ve been able
to save up lots of money, though there’s something else
painful in my life apart from who you are, which you
shouldn’t know, but which you’re supposedly learning about
right now anyway, dissecting your own life particulars. That
jittery laugh, looking for nouns that bite. Certain people
embrace when they meet in a teahouse, certain others snub
the one they encounter; rarely, but do they not turn for the
door, retching, betimes? Confusing, yet I cannot so strongly
urge you, scouring individualist, nor would I wish for more
lyric, or for more hopes to be permitted to accompany myself
in expression, and others less like my baritone self, I guess, in
phlox-covered shanties, or what comes on to distribute
pamphlets on energy efficiency glowworms instead of holiday
stockings, engorging my phone with chilly yuletide greetings.

ASHA TEA HOUSE
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Far in the claim.

Road surface sprayed with orange hieroglyphs. By
a city worker.

          Calls abroad rather, or is not the excess at all.

BIOSWALE
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Whether I can know if it’s wisdom. When I’ve been on
vacation so long, teahousing. Does that even appeal to you.
Since I’m so languorously wanted, what’s holding me back?
None of us knew I’d become this, was young, thought I’d be
a minister, news anchor, left home for college thought I’d
major in Comm. Thought I could, you know, wear the frigid
grey mask of reason well as anyone. Acted in plays, Ebenezer
Scrooge, Willy Wonka, King Ahab, worked as copy editor on
school yearbook, acted till sixteen when brushed up by stage
fright, unwilling to continue to bioaccumulate that fetid
substance, of those dark pages furnished to us by the dead,
concentrate of dread McMuffin all too happy about so many
options. What precocious and invisible species of freedom
what wonderful and curious saisons of thought, unresponsive
on radio, heat rising in communication, letting it get out so
spectral, not frosty. But who talks like that; last year was sad.

ANCHORMAN
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Moth to, than a lack of note.
behind              central
glass      is
at                    that
night.                  many
Linoleum.             Also harbor that

BIOSWALE


